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One of our favorite played artists right now with the new album out, ‘Don't You Worry 
Honey’, the trio’s vibes make you want to sing and dance due to their slyness, smooth yet 
funky, maybe you should just take a listen… The genre-breaking sonic creations by Sir Sly 
result in the so called, sub-genre.. To give you more insight, “Altar” reminds me of the 
melodic Channel Orange mixed with some rockin’ Cherubmusic. Mixes of familiar sound 
waves combine from rock to RnB feels, crazy fantasized collaborations go down in my head 
when I listen to these guys work together and I cannot wait to hear what else they may come 
up with. The brilliant lyrics are made of up of struggle and passion, raw yet simple played 
along side beautiful up-beat harmonies giving the songs a liberating anthem-like feel and the 
stories a sense of peace. The music is labeled as alternative rock, indie pop, and psychedelic 
rock? SO basically they are a part of the new sound wave creating what we believe are some 
never heard before melodies, harmonies, and rhythms for only the people’s ears of today. 
What I am trying to say is their is nobody like them..Ladies and Gentlemen, Sir Sly. YOU 
CAN’T MISS OUT!!!
Would you like to SEE what I’m talking about?!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_zECkdXSNoI\!
-Astronaut (VIDEO) off the newest album, Don't You Worry Honey.!!
All of their content that has been released is pure Gold;) referring to the first album released 
in 2013, followed by ‘You Haunt Me’ which haunts me to this day via spotify playlists, of 
course (very thankfullll). All music is available on Spotify OR:) SoundCloud, so I know 
you’re excited to be done reading this..!!
A link to another song we enjoy, by Sir Sly (close you're eyes, take a ride).!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xpf0f8z42bk!
-Expectations, Single 2016!!
In hopes to ask these guys some questions, let us know what questions you may have as far 
as their music, process, touring, anything appropriate appreciated. !
Thank you!!
~FanViewCorp  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